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Figure 1: For a given polygon model, we compute a decomposition into parts which is optimized such that the outer normals vectors can
be aligned mostly perpendicularly to the printing direction. We leverage the observation that “vertical” surfaces can be printed without
staircase artifacts and without support structures. Along with the part decomposition, we also compute an assembly order for the pieces and
add connectors to stick them together.

Abstract
We present a pipeline of algorithms that decomposes a given polygon model into parts such that each part can be 3D printed
with high (outer) surface quality. For this we exploit the fact that most 3D printing technologies have an anisotropic resolution
and hence the surface smoothness varies significantly with the orientation of the surface. Our pipeline starts by segmenting
the input surface into patches such that their normals can be aligned perpendicularly to the printing direction. A 3D Voronoi
diagram is computed such that the intersections of the Voronoi cells with the surface approximate these surface patches. The
intersections of the Voronoi cells with the input model’s volume then provide an initial decomposition. We further present an
algorithm to compute an assembly order for the parts and generate connectors between them. A post processing step further
optimizes the seams between segments to improve the visual quality. We run our pipeline on a wide range of 3D models and
experimentally evaluate the obtained improvements in terms of numerical, visual, and haptic quality.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.5 [Computer Graphics]: Computational Geometry and Object
Modelling—Geometric Algorithms

1. Introduction
Most of the established 3D printing technologies are based on layered
manufacturing, e.g., fused deposition modeling or stereo lithography.
An immediate consequence of this slice-by-slice approach is that the

† wwmdlut@gmail.com

effective printing resolution and consequently the resulting surface
smoothness is strongly anisotropic. This implies a considerable vari-
ance in (visual and haptic) surface quality depending on the spatial
orientation. An effect which becomes even more pronounced when a
larger layer thickness is chosen to save printing time.

For most 3D printers, the optimal surface quality is achieved if the
surface normal is perpendicular to the printing direction since in this
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case the relatively high x/y-resolution plus the physical smoothing
effect emerging, e.g., from the melted plastic in fused deposition can
be exploited. The more the surface normal aligns with the (positive
or negative) printing direction the more staircase artifacts appear be-
tween layers. Moreover, as the surface normal tilts towards the nega-
tive printing direction (“overhang”), auxiliary support structures have
to be generated so that the printing quality in surface region touching
the support structures will be poor and the removal of support struc-
tures may cause additional damage to the object’s surface. Further-
more, many complex models, especially the ones with many branches
(see the Octopus model in Figure 8), can not be printed with high
quality in one global orientation and need excessive support struc-
tures - the removal of which can damage the surface or even break
some parts of the model.

In order to reduce the need for support structures and improve the
surface quality in 3D printing, our goal is to decompose the input
model into a set of parts such that each individual component can be
oriented in a way that reduces the deviation of the surface normals
from the horizontal direction (assuming that the printing direction is
vertical). This decomposition, however, has to take additional con-
straints into account, which guarantee that the shape of the individual
pieces remains reasonably compact and that there exists a practical
assembly order in which the parts can be put together. We achieve
this by (initially) defining the parts by the intersection of convex spa-
tial cells with the input model’s volume.

Obviously, the improvement of the surface smoothness through a
decomposition approach is compromised by the appearance of visi-
ble gaps between the parts in the final assembly. These gaps cannot
be avoided completely due to manufacturing tolerances. However, in
practice, complex 3D shapes have to be decomposed for 3D printing
anyway (to avoid excessive and hard-to-remove support structures)
and we present ideas to design the interface between neighboring
parts that reduce the visible width of seams. We evaluate the perceived
quality improvement by collecting user feedback which confirms the
effectiveness and usefulness of the proposed algorithm.

1.1. Contribution
In this paper we develop a complete pipeline of algorithms which gen-
erates, for a given input model, a set of parts such that each part can
be printed in an orientation where the normals of the (outer) surface
are safely separated from the (positive or negative) printing direction.
By this we avoid staircase artifacts as well as support structures being
attached to the (outer) surface.

The pipeline starts with a surface segmentation that is driven by the
co-compatibility of the normals of the input triangles with (random)
printing directions (Sect. 4). In order to simplify the shape of the indi-
vidual patches, the segmentation is post-processed by finding optimal
cutting planes to separate neighboring segments using support vector
machines (Sect. 5). This set of cutting planes is consolidated into a
consistent spatial cell structure by computing a 3D Voronoi diagram
which best fits the cutting planes (Sect. 5.1).

The parts into which the input model is decomposed, result from
intersecting the Voronoi cells with the input model’s volume. We re-
fine the interfaces between neighboring parts (Sect. 6) and compute a
collision free assembly order (Sect. 7). The manual assembly is fur-
ther supported by adding connectors to the part interfaces (Sect. 8)
which indicate assembly order and direction.

The motivation and justification for the various design decisions

in our pipeline emerge from going backwards through the different
stages: In order to always find a proper assembly order with suffi-
cient flexibility for connector placement, it is advisable to decompose
the input object into pieces that are convex in the interior of the ob-
ject. Such a decomposition emerges naturally from an intersection of
the input object with the cells of a 3D Voronoi diagram. A good part
segmentation results if the faces of the Voronoi cells align well with
the patch boundaries coming from a normal-driven surface segmen-
tation of the input mesh. The SVM planes are introduced in order to
“translate” this patch boundary information into a form that is better
compatible to the Voronoi setting.

2. Related Work
Recently, there have been a large number of publications dealing with
shape decomposition and segmentation [Sha08]. However, in this pa-
per, we are mainly focusing on the decomposition and segmentation
methods specialized for manufacturing.
3D Printing 3D printing has been an active topic in Compute
Graphics and a large number of methods has been proposed to fab-
ricate object with various appearances [VWRKM13, LDPT13], me-
chanical toy and automata [ZXS∗12,CLM∗13], and articulated mod-
els [CCA∗12, BBJP12]. Some methods have been proposed to ana-
lyze the structure [SVB∗12, ZPZ13, XXY∗15], reduce material cost
[WWY∗13, LSZ∗14], reduce time consumption [WCT∗15], design
and reduce support structures [SU14, DHL14, VGB14a, HLZCO14],
print huge model [HFW11, LBRM12, ACP∗14, SFLF15], 3D model
decomposition and packing [VGB∗14b, CZL∗15, YCL∗15, Att15],
printing direction optimization [ZLP∗15], and optimize self-balance:
static [PWLSH13,YSO14] and dynamic [BWBSH14,PTM∗15]. And
some other algorithms are presented to deal with the color of the print-
ing [RCM∗14,HL14]. In contrast, our work is proposed to reduce the
staircase-error caused by layer based manufacturing and the impact
of the support structures on the printed object.
Volume Decomposition for manufacturing Recently, a set of
methods has been proposed to decompose a 3D model into sev-
eral pieces for manufacturing, such as 3D printing. Since the print-
ing volume of the printers is limited, they can not print models
whose dimensions are larger than the dimensions of the printers.
[HFW11, LBRM12, SFLF15] propose algorithms to partition the
models into small pieces so that the volume of each piece is smaller
than the volume of the printer. For most models, supporting ma-
terial is needed which is expensive and hard to remove in a clean
way. [HLZCO14] decompose the 3D models into approximate pyra-
midal shapes which can be printed with very little support structures.
[VGB∗14b, CZL∗15, YCL∗15, Att15] present algorithms to decom-
pose a 3D model into small parts which are packed into the volume
of the printer. These allow to reduce both the printing time and the
supporting material required. [HMA15] proposed a method to seg-
ment a 3D model into several height fields patches. These patches
are then manufactured with classical manufacturing methods, such as
3-axis milling. Finally, the manufactured parts are assembled to be
used as a mold for copying the object. Although their method use
face normals to segment the model, the printing quality of the object
is not considered in their method and the patches obtained cannot be
printed directly with a 3D printer. Furthermore, in order to assem-
ble the manufactured parts, the patches should be deformed which
changes the geometry of the initial model.

The methods mentioned above do not deal with the problem of
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printing quality. Most closely related to our work is [HBA13]. They
calculate three orthogonal directions for a model by analyzing the
normal of the faces. Then, the model is voxelized into voxels which
are clustered into boxes. The printing direction of each box is se-
lected from these three global directions. Constrained by the printing
directions, their method limit the gain in printing quality for a large
number of models (the model in Figure 10 needs five directions). Fur-
thermore, while some models can be printed with high quality in three
directions, these three directions are not necessary orthogonal. In ad-
dition, they do not calculate the assembling order nor design the con-
nectors which will make the assembling of parts more difficult for
users. In this paper, we propose a printing direction based segmenta-
tion algorithm to partition the 3D models into several pieces, each of
them having its own unconstrained optimal printing direction.
Connector Design Connectors between adjacent parts are used
to ensure the object does not fall apart. They also guarantee that the
boundaries of adjacent parts match well during assembling. While
[HFW11, LBRM12] design the connectors between adjacent parts,
they only handle the case of a single contact plane between the part to
assemble and the already assembled ones. Therefore, they do not need
to consider the direction of the connectors. On the contrary, in our
work, when designing the connectors, more than one contact surface
should be considered in most situations. Therefore, their method can
not be used directly in our paper. To solve this problem, we propose
an algorithm to optimize the directions of the connectors which is also
the assembling directions of the parts. Furthermore, their method does
not consider the assembly order which is very important to guide the
users.
Assembling Sequences The assembling sequences of the parts
have been investigated for 3D puzzles [LFL09, XLF∗11, SFCO12,
SFLF15], 3D assembly instructions [APH∗03], design with planar
interlocking parts [HBA12, SP13, CPMS14, DPW∗14], and intercon-
nected mechanical parts [MYY∗10]. Some of them design the parts
so that they can interlock each other. Others take into account sta-
bility or equilibrium constraints to simplify the assembly process. In
contrast, our method uses assembly directions of the parts to guide
the generation of the assembling sequence.
Printing Direction Optimization Printing direction is very impor-
tant in 3D printing. It affects the printing time, amount of supporting
material, printing quality, shrinkage, curling, distortion, resin flow,
material cost and trapped volume etc [PRD07]. In [FF95, XWL∗97,
AAD98], they optimize the printing direction by taking into consid-
eration building time, accuracy and stability of the part. Surface fin-
ish and roughness, lower cost, and volumetric error are considered
in [MRI00, TPR04]. However, all of these methods just optimize a
single global direction for the entire model, so the improvement of the
printing quality by these methods is limited. Moreover,some models
have thin branches with changing orientation (such as Octopus and
Tree). Such models require additional support structures to hold these
thin branches during printing and their removal may damage the sur-
face quality or break some thin branches. In this paper, we partition
the 3D input models into several parts and the printing direction of
each part is computed separately, support structures tend to be added
on the inner cross-sections and therefore do not impair the outer sur-
face quality.

surface of  

the model 

cusp height 

h 



d 

n 

Figure 2: Cusps in the surface of a 3D printed object with layer thick-
ness h and surface normal n. The height of the cusps determines the
visual as well as the haptic surface quality.

3. Surface Quality in 3D Printing
The local surface roughness or “cusp height” which results from the
layered fabrication of 3D printed objects can be measured by

eθ = |cos(θ)| ∗h = |nT d| ∗h

where h is the layer thickness and θ is the angle between the surface
normal n and the printing direction d (see Fig. 2).

To guarantee acceptable surface quality, we require that for each
triangle the angle between surface normal n and printing direction d
lies in some interval θ < θ < θ̄ with θ < 90 large enough so that the
cusp height remains small and θ̄ > 90 small enough such that no sup-
port structures are necessary. Some (empirical) visual evaluation of
beams printed in different angles with FDM printers [Dim14, Ult15],
motivate a default choice of θ = 60 and θ̄ = 120 which appears to be
feasible for most of today’s 3D printers.

Our global surface quality (roughness) measure which is similar
to the one used in [AAD98] is defined by integrating the cusp height
over the entire surface. For each triangle f we obtain

E( f ) = eθ ∗ area( f )

and consequently for the mesh M:

E(M) =
∑ f∈M E( f )

∑ f∈M area( f )
(1)

where the normalization with the total surface area makes the quality
measure scale independent.

We optimize the surface quality by minimizing EM . The parame-
ters for the minimization emerge from a partitioning of the surface
into a number of patches which allows us to chose a different printing
direction d for each part. One trivial solution is to assign each triangle
of the input mesh to its own segment. Another solution is to use pairs
of adjacent triangles as elementary segments and assign to them the
cross product of their respective normal vectors (i.e. the direction of
their common edge) as the printing direction. In both cases EM van-
ishes but we have to deal with an excessive number of parts. Our goal
is to find a moderate number of parts while keeping EM small.

4. Surface Segmentation
We start by generating a large number of randomly distributed can-
didate printing directions di (see Fig. 3(b)). For each direction di we
collect all triangles f ∈M for which the angle θ lies in the prescribed
interval [θ, θ̄]. The sum of the areas of these triangles is used as a
“coverage score” S(di). We pick a set of initial candidate directions
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Figure 3: Illustration of our pipeline. For the input model (a) we generate a large number of candidate printing directions (b). From these
we select some major candidate printing directions so that each triangle is covered (c). An initial (over-) segmentation (d) is coarsified by a
global clustering scheme (e). The cutting planes of the patches are fitted by SVM (f). Then a volumetric cell complex is computed such that
the intersections of the cell with the surface approximate the surface patches. For the resulting parts, we compute an assembly order and,
based on the best assembly directions, we add connectors to the inner facets of the parts (g). Figure (h) shows a photo of the physical print.

D greedily in the order of descending coverage score until each trian-
gle is covered at least once (see Fig. 3(c)).

Computing the minimum set of directions di that together cover the
entire surface (which would be an instance of the vertex cover prob-
lem) is not sufficient for our purposes. Indeed, in order to facilitate
the printing of parts and eventually the manual assembly, we need to
promote the compactness of the resulting surface patches.

For efficiency reasons, the generation of the surface patches is per-
formed in two steps. We first compute a set of “pre-patches” by clus-
tering all triangles which are covered by the same set of directions.
Then, we set up an affinity matrix for all pairs of neighboring pre-
patches and compute the final patches by a more sophisticated global
clustering scheme.

Let B be a binary matrix where each row corresponds to a trian-
gle in M and each column corresponds to one of the selected direc-
tions. An entry bi j of B is 1 if the triangle fi is covered by d j and
0 otherwise. We generate the pre-patches Ck by merging all triangles
with identical rows in B. If a pre-patch happens to fall into several
connected components on the surface, we treat each component as a
separate pre-patch (see Fig. 3(d)).

For the set of pre-patches we define an affinity matrix A where the
affinity between the pre-patches Ci and C j is given by:

Ai j =

{
λ∗w(Ci,C j)+b(Ci,C j) ifCi∩C j 6= 0
0 otherwise

Here, Ci∩C j 6= 0 means that Ci and C j are adjacent (i.e., have a com-

mon boundary) and

w(Ci,C j) = h−mind∈DECi∪C j

and

b(Ci,C j) =
max(diag(Ci),diag(C j))

diag(Ci∪C j)
,

measure the orientability and compactness of Ci ∪C j, respectively.
diag(C) denotes the diagonal of the bounding box of C.

The rationale for this definition is that the merging of pre-patches
into patches should find a good balance between obtaining patches
with a high surface quality (small EC) and promoting the compactness
of patches. Compact patches will lead to part decompositions that are
easier to assemble.

We apply the Ncut algorithm [SM00] to extract the final patches
based on the affinity matrix A (see Fig. 3(e)). By allowing for non-
zero affinity weights only between adjacent pre-patches, we make
sure that the resulting patches are simply connected since the graph
encoded by A has the same manifold topology as the input surface.
The tricky part when using Ncut is to determine a good estimate
for the number of clusters. We apply self-tuning spectral cluster-
ing [ZMP04] to derive a default value and allow the user to adjust
it as desired.

5. Initial Part Generation
The boundary curves between patches resulting from the previous
stage will, most of the time, be non-planar. Such non-planar bound-
aries cannot be used directly to define a decomposition into convex
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parts, therefore we compute a cutting plane Pi j = (nPi j ,dPi j ) for each
pair (i, j) of neighboring patches. To this end, we use Support Vector
Machines (SVM) [SVGDB∗02] which is much more robust than fit-
ting a least squares plane to the boundary (see Fig. 3(f)). SVMs yield
the maximum margin linear classifier for a given training set. We use
the vertex locations of the two adjacent patches as SVM’s input.

While each SVM plane Pi j is optimal for one single boundary be-
tween two patches, the collection of all these independently computed
cutting planes does not define a consistent spatial cell structure that
we can use to define the object’s part decomposition. Hence, we con-
solidate the spatial decomposition by computing a Voronoi diagram
such that the planar faces of the Voronoi cells approximate the given
SVM planes as well as possible.

Let S = {si} be the set of centers that defines a 3D Voronoi di-
agram. We initialize the si with the centers of gravity of the corre-
sponding patch and then iteratively update their positions such that
the midplane (“Voronoi plane”) between si and s j approximates the
SVM plane Pi j. More precisely, we minimize the objective functional:

∑
i j
‖Vi j−Pi j‖2 = ∑

i j
‖nVi j −nPi j‖

2 +(dVi j −dPi j )
2 (2)

where the sum runs over all pairs of adjacent patches i j and Vi j de-
notes the Voronoi plane

Vi j =
(
nVi j ,dVi j

)
=

(
si− s j

‖si− s j‖
,−

(si− s j)
T (si + s j)

2‖si− s j‖

)
separating the two Voronoi centers si and s j. Since we do not re-
quire the Voronoi centers to remain on or close to the input surface,
the minimization of (2) is a simple unconstrained optimization prob-
lem for the si that we solve by using the interior-reflective Newton
method [CL96]. Notice that the part topology emerging from the
Voronoi diagram is not guaranteed to be identical to the initial patch
layout. However this does not impact the segmentation in a critical
way.

Note that directly optimizing the Voronoi cells with respect to the
patch boundaries and without the SVM planes as guides would cor-
respond to a simple least squares approach.

5.1. Regularization
The unconstrained optimization (2) can occasionally lead to parts
with sharp corners as shown in Fig. 4 (middle). This is problematic
since the resulting parts are quite thin and thus can easily break. This
effect can be prevented by adding a regularizing term that penalizes
small angles between adjacent Voronoi planes:

∑
i j
‖Vi j−Pi j‖2 + µ∑

i jk
(nVi j

T nVjk )
2 (3)

Here the second sum runs over all triplets of patches that meet at a
common corner. Note that for symmetry reasons, each triplet occurs
in all its permutations.

Finally, the intersection between a Voronoi cell and the volume of
the input model can result in a set of disjoint components that would
cause the creation of un-desired parts (see Fig. 5 (a)). We handle these
cases by keeping only the largest component (in terms of volume or
surface area) and merge the other components with neighboring parts
(see Fig. 5 (b) and (c)). This merge is implemented by locally re-
computing the Voronoi diagram without the center si that belongs to

the Voronoi cell which caused the multi component part (see the ac-
companying video for details).

6. Part Refinement
At this stage, we have decomposed the input model into a set of parts
by intersecting the cells of a spatial Voronoi diagram with the model
volume. The patch generation and the patch boundary regularization
guarantee that the outer surface of the parts have a compact and non-
degenerate shape and can be printed in high quality (low cusp height).

What we did not yet consider is the quality of the inner surfaces
which are simple planar (Voronoi) facets. In general this is a rea-
sonable choice but sometimes the Voronoi planes can intersect the
surface of the model in an almost tangential direction which, again,
causes thin features that can easily break after 3D printing.

We therefore modify the inner surfaces of those critical parts by
computing an approximate thin plate surface for each Voronoi facet
that interpolates the boundary of the unaltered facet but in addition,
we apply a clamped boundary condition on those boundary segments
belonging to the outer surface such that the thin plate surface meets
the outer surface perpendicularly. To compute the thin plate surfaces,
we apply bi-Laplacian smoothing [SKS00] to a moderately refined
mesh (see Fig. 6).

Let vi be the vertex positions in the original planar facet and wi the
vertex positions in the thin plate mesh for the same facet. Then we
define a simple blend surface with vertex positions

ui = (1−α)vi +αwi. (4)

A blend coefficient 0 < α < 1 can be used to prevent potential self-
intersections in the rare cases when the thin plate surface intersects
the outer surface of the object.

We can further exploit the blending parameter α of (4) to generate
a small artificial gap between neighboring parts, e.g., by setting α <
0.95. Given the typical manufacturing tolerances of commodity 3D
printers, the results of printing the positive and the negative side of
the common interface surface between two parts does not guarantee
a tight fit. The artificial gap provides some leeway between the parts
but it will not lead to a lose and unsteady fit since the connectors that
we add in Section 8 make sure that the assembled parts cannot shift.
Notice that, since vi and wi coincide on the boundary of the facet, the
width of the artificial gap shrinks to zero no matter which value we
choose for α. Hence, the visible gaps on the surface of the assembled
object will remain tight.

Figure 4: A triplets of patches (i, j,k) share a common corner in the
initial segmentation (left). In the middle, we can see a configuration
with a sharp corner. By adding a regularizer term to the objective
function (3) for the Voronoi diagram, we can effectively prevent such
configurations (right).
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(a) (b) (c) (d) 

Figure 5: The dragon model is decomposed into 9 parts. However, when intersecting the surface with the corresponding Voronoi cells,
the yellow segment happens to fall into several disjoint components (a). We keep the largest of these components and locally recompute the
Voronoi diagram without the center si belonging to the “yellow” Voronoi cell for each of the other components (b), and then merge them
with their neighboring parts (c). Figure (d) shows the assembled physical print.

Figure 6: If a Voronoi plane intersects the surface in near tangential
orientation, we can avoid thin parts by replacing the planar inner
facets with thin plate surfaces which interpolate the boundary and
are clamped along the outer boundary such that they meet the outer
surface perpendicularly.

7. Assembly Order
After we have generated and refined the shape of the individual parts,
we have to compute an order in which the parts can be assembled
without causing collisions. Since the parts are mostly convex in the
interior of the input model (where they are put together) there is a lot
of flexibility regarding the assembly order. Even if the refinement of
the inner facets (Sect. 6) makes some of the parts non-convex, we ob-
serve in practice that the assembly is hardly affected. In any case, we
can always use the blending (4) to reduce the degree of non-convexity
until the assembly works.

7.1. Assembly Cones
To manually build up the model we pick one part after the other and
add it to the partial assembly of previously picked pieces. When we
add a piece q, every part p that is adjacent to q and that has been
added before, imposes some constraints on the directions in which q
can be attached. If the common interface between q and p is a planar
facet, then the attach-directions of q are constrained to the half-space
defined by the common facet’s normal vector. If the common interface
is a non-planar (e.g. thin plate) surface, we conservatively estimate its
cone of normals by an axis n and an opening angle γ. The axis n of q is
the normalized sum of the normals of all faces on the surface and the
opening angle γ of q is derived from the intersection of the half-spaces
defined by the faces on the surface. If more than one neighboring part
of q has been added before, the attach-direction for q has to lie in the
intersection of all the assembly cones imposed by those neighbors
(see Figure 7).

Let ni and γi be the axes and opening angles of the normal cones
for the previously added neighbors of q (γi = π/2 for planar inter-

faces). We estimate the axis of the intersection of these cones by a
constrained optimization problem:

maxn∗ ∑i nT
i n∗

s.t.
‖n∗‖2 = 1, nT

i n∗ > cos(γi− ε)

(5)

where the added safety margin ε is included to avoid assembly di-
rection that are nearly tangential to one of the interface. The opening
angle γ

∗ of the assembly cone is then

γ
∗ = min

i
γi− ε− acos(nT

i n∗).

7.2. Part Ordering
We start with an arbitrary part q0 and progressively add additional
parts to the assembly. In order to determine the next part q∗ to add to
the assembly, we test all the neighbors of previously assembled parts
in the order of increasing opening angle γ (i.e. starting from the one
with the tightest assembly cone). In order to check if a part is feasible,
we compute the new assembly cones of its (not yet added) neighbors
as if the part was added to the assembly following the procedure de-
scribed in the previous section. If this assembly cone computation
results in a part’s cone to vanish, then we test the next part in order
of increasing opening angle, otherwise we effectively add the part to
the assembly and update the assembly cones. If no part can be found
that does not close any of its neighbor’s assembly cones, the assembly
fails and we re-run the procedure with a different starting part q0. In
all our experiments this never happened.

8. Connector Design
We add connectors between neighboring parts in order to (1) make
sure the parts do not shift in the assembly and (2) help the user to

pi

pj

q
valid range  

of  
assembly direction

!i
!j

Figure 7: Two parts pi and p j are already added to the assembly
order. They impose constraint on the assembly direction for the part q.
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figure out the correct orientation and attach direction for the parts.
Connectors are simple pentagonal prisms that we add on one side and
subtract on the other side of an interface.

When a part is chosen in the assembly order computation (Sect. 7),
we add a connector to each facet which is a boundary to a previously
assembled part. The connector orientation is the assembly cone axis.
Candidates for connector position are triangle’s centers which are at
the maximal distance from the interface’s boundary. Among them, we
choose the one that has the minimal variance of distance to boundary
points. The width and height of each connector is chosen such that no
collision occurs.

In the few critical cases where the assembly cone’s normal is nearly
tangential to the interface or if the area of the interface is too small,
we simply discard the connector. This does not affect the overall ro-
bustness of the assembly.

Figure 8: Decomposition results for a number of model with different
complexities. The input models are shown on the left, surface segmen-
tations in the center and the resulting parts on the right.

Figure 9: Increasing the number of parts from 6 (left) to 8 (center)
and to 10 (right) moderately reduces the quality measure (cusp mea-
sure) EM from 0.0666 to 0.0543 and to 0.0449. Printing the model in
one piece yields Ere f

M = 0.1410.

9. Experimental Results
9.1. Implementation Details
Our algorithm was implemented in mixed C++ and Matlab, and it was
run on on a PC with Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-4210M CPU @ 2.60GHz
and 8GB memory. The results are fabricated by [Dim14] with printing
layers of 0.33 mm. We used the same set of standard parameters in all
our experiments. The number of samples for the printing directions
is 100000. In the construction of the affinity matrix, λ is set to 1. In
Equation (3), µ in is set to 1, and in Equation (5), ε is set to 10−6.

Running times of our implementation are provided in columns
eight to twelve of Table 1. We see that, for most models, running
times are below 5 minutes which is negligible compared to the print-
ing time of the models.

9.2. Decomposition Results
We have tested our algorithm on a set of both, simple and com-
plex, 3D models which have been selected from the SHREC database
[LGB∗11]. All models where scaled such that the longest edge of its
bounding-box measures 150 mm. Some decompositions are shown in
Figure 8. We see that faces with similar optimal printing directions
are collected to form patches which can be printed with small cups
errors.

For complex models, especially models with many branches (see
the Octopus model in Figure 8), a lot of support structures would be
required. These structures increase printing time and their removal
can impair the surface quality. Furthermore, it is sometimes difficult
to remove them without breaking some thin parts. The results in Fig-
ure 8 demonstrate the effectiveness and robustness of our segmenta-
tion method.

In general, increasing the number of parts will decrease the print-
ing error for a given object (see Figure 9). However, using a larger
number of parts will increase the number of seams on the surface and
make the assembly more difficult. While an optimal number of com-
ponents may not be obtained automatically, we use selftuning spectral
clustering [ZMP04] to obtain an initial number of parts. Since Ncuts
only takes 3-4 seconds, users can easily test some numbers around
the initial one.

More decomposition results are shown in the accompanying video.
Photographs of printed results are shown in Figure 1, 5, and 11.

9.3. Comparisons
In order to demonstrate the efficiency of our method (named PDBD),
we compare it with both an optimized single printing direction

c© 2016 The Author(s)
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Model Mesh Parts EM (mm) RunningTime (s)
#Face Number OOD OSAM PDBD Segmentation Parts Order Connectors Total

Bunny 27648 12 0.1361 0.1169 0.0912 116.74 194.32 9.31 95.69 416.06
Cat 7062 6 0.1410 0.0984 0.0666 31.52 26.50 6.03 28.08 92.13

Chair 17306 8 0.1241 0.1004 0.0143 81.55 92.37 5.66 19.34 198.92
Desk 27424 5 0.0506 0.0476 0.0170 104.12 92.86 5.59 47.53 250.40

Dragon 20000 9 0.1390 0.1297 0.1043 130.57 106.74 6.31 37.20 280.82
Dove 3996 6 0.0947 0.0773 0.0653 21.95 13.28 1.28 9.80 46.31
Glass 14028 6 0.1063 0.0969 0.0599 42.18 48.02 3.04 17.95 111.19
Hand 3996 7 0.1321 0.1108 0.0674 24.71 16.75 2.35 14.42 58.23
Horse 11072 11 0.1218 0.1050 0.0789 42.22 71.34 3.70 33.08 150.34
Kitten 55502 13 0.1503 0.1196 0.1036 234.74 229.59 10.32 102.80 577.45
Man 3996 9 0.1588 0.1080 0.0695 22.87 19.15 1.67 13.48 57.17

Armadillo 30418 18 0.1519 0.1349 0.088 114.39 148.62 8.99 87.79 359.79
Pig 16818 10 0.1165 0.0859 0.0677 53.60 97.48 6.19 60.73 218.00

Plane 14936 5 0.0705 0.0659 0.0347 34.97 43.67 1.91 18.26 98.81
Pliers 3996 6 0.1146 0.0659 0.0429 21.41 12.69 0.85 11.93 46.88
Snake 3996 6 0.1391 0.1011 0.0625 23.26 13.54 1.05 5.61 43.46
Spider 14498 20 0.1332 0.1222 0.0643 62.24 174.14 5.26 48.09 289.73

Table 1: Quantitative evaluation of the surface quality obtained with OOD, OSAM, and PDBD (ours) and the running times of our algorithm.
Columns two and three show the number of vertex and faces of the models. While OOD always prints the model in one piece. OSAM and
PDBD have been tuned to generate the same number of parts (column four). Columns five to seven show the EM values for the respective
model and method. Last five columns show the running time of each step of our system and the total running time where the unit is “second”.

[TPR04] (named OOD) and the decomposition of [HBA13] (named
OSAM). In the remainder of the paper, we will call printing error the
roughness measure E from equation (1).

First, the bench model of Figure 10 demonstrates the problem of
OOD and OSAM. For OOD, with a single printing direction (in this
case the y-axis in the left of Figure 10) large area is affected by the
maximal printing error (resulting in a global printing error of 0.0988).
The constraints on the segmentation and printing direction enforced
by OSAM limits the error reduction which remains close to the one of
OOD (error of 0.0914 instead of 0.0988). On the contrary, our method
(PDBD) leads to a more natural decomposition where each part can
be printed with its own optimal printing direction resulting in a much
lower error of 0.0244.

Figure 10: Comparison of our algorithm (PDBD) (right) with OSAM
(left) and OOD (the y-axis of the left). Since OOD only computes
one global printing directions it cannot properly handle the legs of
the bench. OSAM computes a decomposition but is restricted to a set
of three perpendicular printing directions. Our algorithm finds the
optimal decomposition and the optimal printing direction for each
piece. The quality measures EM is 0.0988 for OOD, 0.0914 for OSAM
and 0.0244 for PDBD.

Table 1 presents numerical comparison of the printing errors re-

sulting from the three methods. The same numbers of parts are used
for both OSAM and PDBD, it was obtained by testing several value
around an initial one estimated with self-tuning spectral clustering
[ZMP04]. We can use OOD as a reference to compute improvement
rates of the printing quality resulting from a segmentation :

Ratealgo(M) =
EOOD(M)−Ealgo(M)

EOOD(M)
, (6)

where, M is a 3D model and Ealgo(M) is the printing error of M
caused by the method algo and algo is either OSAM or PDBD. In
average, the improvement rate of OSAM is 17.33%, while the one of
PDBD is 47.43%. While OSAM ensures improvement over OOD, the
restriction to orthogonal printing directions and cubical partitioning
limits the reduction of the printing error for some models (such as the
dragon and desk which improvement rates are below 7%). In compar-
ison, our method ensures a minimal improvement of 24% over OOD
and up to 88%.

In Figure 11, we show the printed Armadillo model generated
by OOD, OSAM, and PDBD, respectively. In the left column, we
see the influence of the staircase error which is largely reduced by
our method. In the second column, we see the damages inflicted to
the model by the support structures: Due to an optimal local print-
ing direction, our method tends to require less and smaller support
structures that are most of the time added to the interface between
parts. Thanks to both these advantages our method tends to provide
smoother surfaces and better preservation of details. For instance, the
jagged artefact on the armadillo’s ear is removed by our method and
the patterns on armadillo’s shell are cleaner and better visible. Fi-
nally, since OSAM does not calculate the assembly order nor creates
connectors, it is more difficult in practice to assemble correctly two
neighboring parts.

c© 2016 The Author(s)
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Figure 11: Comparison of physical prints. From top to bottom we show prints generated by OOD, OSAM, and PDBD (ours). The first column
reveals the staircase artifacts resulting from the layered manufacturing and the second column shows damages caused by the removal of
support structures.

9.4. User Feedback
We conduct a brief user survey in order to assess the effectiveness
of our method (PDBD) in terms of both haptic and visual quality in
comparison to a single optimized direction (OOD).
Haptic: The first questions (Q1 and Q2) are asked while holding the
objects in hand but hidden from sight. For question Q2, participants
are told that the object is assembled from several pieces.
Q1 : Which object is smoother?
Q2 : Can you feel the gaps on the object generated by PDBD? And if
yes, are they disturbing?
Q3 : After looking at the object generated by PDBD, can you feel the
gaps on the object? If yes, are they disturbing?
Visual: The participants are asked :
Q4 : Which object has more details, structures and textures?
Q5 : Which object has smaller printing errors and artifacts?
Q6 : What is the more disturbing between bad printing quality and
gaps?

Participants of the survey were 21 college students and staffs (2
women and 19 men), results are shown in Figure 12. We can draw the
following conclusions: our method PDBD presents an improvement

in terms of haptic quality (the surface feels smoother and seams are
mainly noticed if seen). In terms of visual quality, most participants
subjectively found that our method produce more details with smaller
printing error but participants are divided when it comes to what is
the more disturbing between bad printing quality and gaps.

0 5 10 15
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Figure 12: Results of our user survey. Six groups of bars are corre-
sponding to the answers of questions Q1 to Q6.
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In Figure 13, we present a comparison between painted models :
one printed in a single piece with OOD and one where the seams have
been filled with a modeling putty (we painted the models to avoid
the visual softness emerging from the translucency of the printing
material). Such fixing does not cause a reduction in details such as
when a surface is sanded or smoothed with acetone vapor.

Figure 13: Comparison between a painted model segmented with our
method after filling of the seams (right) and one printed in a single
piece with OOD (left).

9.5. Large Models
Because the printing volume of a printer is limited, some large mod-
els cannot be printed [LBRM12]. Our method can be modified to
segment these models while guaranteeing an optimal printing qual-
ity. After the initial parts generation, we could check that each part
fits into the volume of the printer. The parts that are problematic are
then partitioned into subparts: three orthogonal cutting planes (one
of them having the printing direction as normal) passing through the
mass center of the part are used to subdivide the part. By using a re-
cursive subdivision when necessary, final parts are guaranteed to fit in
the printer. Because the printing direction stay unchanged, the surface
quality is unaffected.

9.6. Printing Time
To save printing time, we can pack the parts into the volume of the
printer, as done in [VGB∗14b, CZL∗15, YCL∗15, Att15]. For the Ar-
madillo model, under the same layer thickness, the whole model is
printed in 10 hours, while the packed parts generated by our method
are printed in about 8 hours. Given that our method allows an error
reduction around 50% in average, we could in addition increase the
layer thickness by two while keeping a similar surface quality as with
OOD. Doing so we would save even more printing time.

10. Discussion
10.1. Seams Optimization
Once we have obtained a decomposition of the model with the asso-
ciated assembly directions, we can easily adapt existing optimization
techniques such as snakes [LL02,BWK05] (polylines which vertices,
called snaxels, are defined on mesh edges) to optimize the seams in
order to reduce their visibility while preserving the assembability (in
Figure 14, we move seams toward minima of mean curvatures).

First, note that all interface between two parts generated by our

method can be represented as a height fields in the associated assem-
bly direction adir. The assembly will remain valid if this property is
kept during optimization. Given the fact that a height field defined on
the boundary of a 2D domain is sufficient to define an interpolated
height field in the domain, it is sufficient to work with the boundary
of the interfaces in order to optimize the seams while preserving a
valid assembly order. Each interface’s boundary is defined by a set of
polylines (that live on the surface) and of interior segments (edges of
Voronoi cells). The polylines are used to define our snakes while the
interior segments are only used to define assembly constraints and are
not optimized. Since initial cuts are valid, we just have to restrict the
movement of snaxels such that they preserve the assembly constraint.
The latter can be defined locally by guaranteeing the absence of flips
in a local neighborhood of a boundary point:

adir
> ncut > ε

with ncut the normal of the interface at the boundary point and the
safety margin ε is used to guarantee that the local cut does not include
the assembling direction as it is done in section 7. In order to obtain
parts of high interior quality (section 6), we would like the interface
to meet the model’s outer surface orthogonally, i.e. we would like to
use ncut orthogonal to both the surface normal n f and to the local
tangent direction t of the interface’s boundary. In this case, previous
inequality becomes :

adir
> (n f × t)
‖n f × t‖ > ε . (7)

However, such cut is not always valid, therefore we need a relaxation
nr that will replace the face normal n f in equation (7). Since the new
cut should be defined inside the surface we can use the following
formula : nr = (1−α)n f ±αn f × t with the sign of ±n f × t chosen
such that this vector is a valid solution for ε = 0. The optimal relaxed
normal is obtained for the smallest value α in the range [0;1] that
satisfy equation (7). The latter can be re-arranged into a linear and a
quadratic inequalities in nr and therefore in α.

During the optimization, a snaxel movement occurs along the as-
sociated supporting edge [v f rom,vto], and its movement have to be
restricted such that the assembly constraint is always satisfied for the
two adjacent snake segments. If the snaxel position on its support-

Figure 14: In order to make the seams less visible, it is possible to
move them to areas of negative mean curvature. This can be done
by a minimization using snakes whose movements are constrained to
preserve validity of assembly. Most of the original seams (left) are
moved towards concave areas by the optimization (middle). Right :
Photograph of the printed model.
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ing edge is parametrized in [0;1], we can define the tangent t from
equation (7) by t =±((d(vto−v f rom)+v f rom−pad j) with pad j the
adjacent snaxel position and the sign is chosen in order to obtain a
coherent tangent orientation. Injecting the formula of t and a fixed re-
laxed normal nr in equation (7) boils down to a linear and a quadratic
inequalities in d which give us the range of valid position during an
optimization step. Just note that we need to use an over-relaxed nor-
mal instead of the optimal one to allow for more freedom during the
optimization.

It is important to note that discontinuous snake operation such as
snake cleaning [BWK05] cannot break the validity of the assembly.
Finally, intersection in the 2D height field domain between segments
of the boundary (both interior and snake segments) should be pre-
vented.

Finally, we impose a minimal angle constraint at the junction be-
tween snakes that correspond to adjacent interfaces. Once the inter-
face boundaries have been optimized, we can reconstruct the final
interface similarly to what is done in section 6 but constraining the
movement of vertices to the assembly direction. A photograph of a
printed model with optimized seams is shown in Figure 14.

10.2. Limitations
Our method still has some limitations. First, we cannot determine the
best number of parts for a given model beyond the self-tuning spec-
tral clustering heuristic. The relationship between printing error and
the number of parts should be studied more thoroughly. Second, al-
though the visual and haptic quality of the parts can be considerably
improved by our method, some visual artifacts are introduced along
the segmentation cuts which are unavoidable when the model is seg-
mented. The artificial gaps that we introduce can at least reduce this
effect. Finally, the proposed method does not guarantee the absence
of support structures, it only reduce their presence.

11. Conclusions and Future Work
In this work, we propose a printing direction based segmentation
method to partition a given 3D model into several pieces so that each
piece can be printed with a small error in its own printing direction. In
order to allow a simple assembly, an order and directions of assem-
bly are computed. The connectors generated from this data ensure
that the parts do not fall apart and match at the boundaries when put
together. A number of experimental results illustrate the practicabil-
ity and robustness of our method and demonstrate that our algorithm
can reduce printing error and/or printing time compared to previous
methods.

In the future, we plan to study in more details the relationship be-
tween the number of parts, the printing quality and the visual impact
of the seams so that a balanced solution can be found. We also want
to propose an algorithm dedicated to decomposing large models such
that usage of supporting material and printing quality are simultane-
ously optimized.
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